Standards Leadership Council Forum

19th March 2014
Marriott Westchase
Houston, Texas

Hosted by

8:30  Keynote Speaker – Mr. Jim Crompton, Information Pipeline, LLC
9:00  Future plans for the SLC – Trudy Curtis, PPDM

SLC members

9:30  BP vision for the SLC – Rusty Foreman, BP
10:00  Break
10:30  What is PUG? - Andrea LePard, PUG

11:00  OMG Update – Richard Soley, OMG
11:20  PIDX is the engine behind Petroleum eCommerce – Fadi Kanafani, PIDX
11:35  Interoperability project – Alan Johnston, MIMOSA & Nils Sandsmark, PCA
11:50  Raster log calibration - WITSML/PPDM mapping progress - Jana Schey, Energistics
12:05  Lunch
1:25  Discussion about the vision – Jerry Hubbard, Energistics
2:10  OGP Guidance Note on the integration of the SSDM and Pipeline Data Models, Narmina Lovely, BHP Billiton
2:25  Collaboration for the emergence of a professional society for data managers - Trudy Curtis, PPDM
2:55  Break
3:25  MIMOSA Update – Alan Johnston, MIMOSA
3:40  OPC Update – Tom Burke, OPC
3:55  A single shared set of Units of Measure – Jay Hollingsworth, Energistics
4:10  PCA Update – Nils Sandsmark, PCA
4:25  Mining and Oil & Gas – Same Challenges, Helping Each Other – Tim Skinner, Global Mining Standards Group
4:40  SEG Update – Bill Rimmer, SEG
5:00  Discussion and wrap-up – Jerry Hubbard, Energistics